
25th Nov 2018 

Chipping Sodbury 1st XV – 43 

Clevedon 1st XV – 10 

 

No-one at Sodbury can remember the last time that the club played Clevedon, 
it’s thought that it was before the leagues were formed – a very long time ago. 
After only 3 minutes, Sodbury had a shot at goal. It was missed but the energy 
fizzing through the team was evident as youthful prop Lee Ralph turned 
sweeper from the 22 drop-out. This early effort from the big fella inspired the 
likes of Pete Butcher, Jason Petchey, and Dave Turner. They tore into the 
seasiders, forcing a string of penalties and winning an avalanche of turnovers.  

Sodbury were a bit stunned when, on Clevedon’s first visit to their half, they 
walked off with five points. The Sods now had a better grip on how to go about 
subduing the visitors. Territory would be key, especially when you have at 
your disposal the sure hands of Turner, whose lineout ability has sparked 
conversation locally.  

Sodbury had a penalty on halfway, which Dan Bradley kicked to 15m out from 
Clevedon’s tryline. Turner did what he was born to do and set up a maul. 
Petchey broke free and was followed by some fearsome rucking forwards: it 
was quick and brutal. Once the ball was with Bradley, he swiftly shipped onto 
Dan Cole, who in turn showed delightful passing skills to feed the on-rushing 
Joe Horton. Under the weight of three defenders, Horton stayed upright and 
kept his hands free; Gavin Edgar was running a brilliant support line from full-
back and scored easily in the corner from a sweet pass.  

Just 5 minutes later, Petchey piled pressure on the Clevedon no.10. The kick 
from his own 40m line wobbled off his boot and was collected out wide by 
Lance Cassemis. The forwards poured across and just one lightning-fast ruck 
later Bradley had the ball. He burst up the blindside and drew in two 
defenders; under duress, he released to Edgar with an outrageous pass out the 



back of his hand. With 45m to go, Edgar skipped past the first tackle, swatted 
away the second, and then simply outpaced his opposite number for the try. 

Clevedon now surged back into the game and put the Sods under a lot of 
pressure, especially at the scrum. Sodbury’s mean defence was severely tested 
but the visitors were bravely kept out by Otto Avent, Bradley, and Cassemis. 
When the Sods had the ball it was carried with extreme menace by Butcher, 
Avent, and Turner, with Bradley and Horton weighing in once the ball went 
wide.  

With the half drawing to close, Sodbury conceded a lot of ground through 
penalties. Once in the 22, Clevedon’s scrum took over and they scored under 
the posts. Dave Guest entered the fray for an injured Alan Keeping and had to 
contest a scrum on halfway immediately. Scrummaging form was now flipped 
on its head as Sodbury blasted their counterparts off the ball. Butcher made 
great headway before the backs got involved. Play went to 10m out then the 
pack went through eight pick-and-drives with muscular displays from Ralph 
and Avent. With the defence fixed, a long over-the-top pass to Horton on the 
wing gave an easy try and a 17 – 10 lead at the break.  

As the second half got underway, Sodbury were once more under pressure at 
the scrum, ultimately giving away a penalty. Clevedon missed touch: in fact, 
the ball rolled into the try area. What unfolded was reminiscent of old French 
flair – the spirit of Serge Blanco and Phillipe Saint-Andre lives on in Horton 
and Edgar. Horton drew his man then passed to Edgar, who posted a towering 
kick and set off after it, collecting it from a melee on halfway. There was an 
audible THWACK as the first defender was dealt with; the ball found its way to 
Jon Cook, who, with rapid strides, made his way in from 40m to score.  

The Sods went on to dominate territory as the combination of hot-stepper 
Cole, the bludgeon of Niall Kincaid, and the fresh legs of Phil Player caused 
havoc. Sodbury continued to advance at speed thanks to the ridiculously rapid 
service of the peerless Tom Head. His ability to find his man, spot a gap, and 
robustly terminate any of Clevedon’s moves continues to be spot on.  



Sodbury’s line speed was impressive all afternoon, allowing no thinking time 
for the seasiders. This pressure led to another wonky kick, which was fielded 
by Edgar on his own 40m line. What a way to register a hat-trick! He kicked 
once more and set off after it, duly collecting the ball and demolishing two 
defenders before touching down. 

With 70 minutes elapsed and Clevedon still under the cosh, Avent struck 25m 
out. He is a master of the turnover and managed to strip the ball in the tackle 
on their no.8. Great hands by Bradley, Cook, and Horton put Cassemis in 
space: he hit the after-burners and scored, keeping up his remarkable strike 
rate.  

With the game in its final minute, Sodbury had the feed at a series of scrums. 
Player controlled proceedings until the ball was sent out to Horton, who 
crashed through from the centre for a brilliant first phase try to wrap up the 
victory.   

 

 


